Introduction
You are a systems researcher at a corporate research lab. The corporation you work for deals with both proprietary and open source software. You have an exciting new idea that will undoubtedly revolutionize the field, but first you need to build a working system to validate it. Before embarking on your exploratory research project, you must decide: Do you start from scratch, or do you build upon a mature system? And if the latter-should the system be proprietary or open source?
The first question, "do you start from scratch?", is pretty easy to answer. Assuming your idea can be expressed as an evolutionary (or even revolutionary) change to an existing system, far reaching though it may be, building on an existing system helps jump-start the process. Starting from first principles is often appealing from a puristic point of view, but the reality of schedules and external pressures is such that it is good to be able to get up to speed and show preliminary results quickly. The rest of this paper deals with the second question, namely "should the foundation for your work be a proprietary or an open source system?".
We posit that mature open source systems are a perfect match for exploratory research efforts. The gist of our argument is that open source culture and processes are a natural fit for exploratory research efforts, whereas proprietary code culture and processes often present more barriers than benefits to exploratory efforts. Open source provides an excellent platform upon which to build the exploratory research as well as a venue for wide-spread deployment of experimental mechanisms to a large audience. The infrastructure is often critical to jump-starting an exploratory project, in order to be able to focus on the important bits. It is particularly suitable for exploratory research efforts since the end-users are free to reconfigure and rebuild the entire system, allowing them the freedom to configure (in or out) even invasive exploratory components. To do the same in proprietary systems would require a more complicated runtime configuration infrastructure or potentially even alternate versions of binaries.
Proprietary-code projects almost always have tight code release schedules and the demands of a-priori review and testing of all code that is incorporated often prohibit the integration of more exploratory components. By contrast, open source distributes codes review and verification responsibilities across the entire community, promoting a natural balance between new contributors and review workload. Another barrier within proprietary projects is that they often employ proprietary tools, build, and even execution environments. This increases both the financial cost and setup overhead for the researcher. Successful open source projects rely on simple, reproducible build environments in order to promote collaboration. If a build process is too cumbersome or the execution environment too obscure, the size of the open source community for that project is limited, often leading to stagnation or migration to competing projects with lower barriers to participation.
In summary, open source projects tend to evolve toward a culture promoting inclusion. While proprietary-code projects can be structured to promote exploratory work, it has been our personal experience that the structure and bureaucracy which proprietary-code culture instills often stands in the way of synergistic activity.
So far we have shown that open source projects provide the right foundation for exploratory efforts. The curious reader might wonder, however, whether open source projects stand to gain anything from being the foundation for exploratory efforts, and whether they should actively encourage it? We believe the answer is a resounding "yes!". To 
The v9fs Project
IBM's interest in the v9fs project [10] was originally motivated as a testbed for evaluating 9p [8, 16] as a unified lightweight mechanism for sharing resources and services between logical partitions in a virtualized environment. The client code was based on a previously abandoned effort by Los Alamos National Labs to add a 9p client to the 2.4 Linux kernel. In addition to the foundations for the client code, Linux versions of the 9p server applications were provided entirely from other open source projects from Vita Nuova [17] and MIT [5] . Use of existing open source projects as a base allowed for accelerated prototyping and evaluation of the concepts without extensive development effort.
After the Linux 2.6 client prototype was complete, the decision was made to try to get it merged into the mainline kernel. The process involved almost a complete line-for-line rewrite of the code to try and meet community coding style guidelines. The initial re-write was done as a spare time project over 5 months, and then another 6 months was spent between the time the initial patches were sent out (against version 2.6.11) and when the code was finally included (in kernel version 2.6.14). The Linux kernel community code review process discovered (and continues to discover) dozens of corner case error conditions and implementation bugs resulting in a more mature implementation than would have typically been present in a research prototype.
The presence of the 9p client within the mainline kernel renewed interest within the national labs, and the original authors of the 2.4 client picked up the 2.6.14 client and began integrating it into their cluster infrastructure [15] . Additionally, a community member was inspired to author a new Linux 9p server infrastructure which allowed easy construction of user-space file servers. This same infrastructure was later adopted by IBM as part of its Libra project [1, 9] allowing us to share more complicated resources and services between logical partitions. More recently, other enthusiasts have begun work on adding enhanced cache support, authentication, and other facilities. Additionally the v9fs code is being used as part of several projects and application infrastructures [14] . The native Linux 9p client also inspired a BSD client, a FUSE client, as well as a dozen language bindings including ones for Ruby, C, Python, Java, Caml, LISP, and TCL. IBM's involvement in the v9fs project created an ongoing relationship with LANL and Sandia National Labs leading to collaboration on several other mutually beneficial research activities [6, 11] .
The Calgary IOMMU project
An I/O Memory Management Unit ("IOMMU") creates one or more unique address spaces, which are then used to control how a DMA operation initiated by a device accesses memory. IOMMUs have long been used to address the disparity between the addressing capability of some devices and the addressing capability of the host processor. As the addressing capability of those devices was smaller than the addressing capability of the host processor, the devices could not access all of physical memory, and the IOMMU was used to map the limited device address space into the larger physical memory address space (e.g., from 32-bit to 64-bit).
IOMMUs with multiple distinct address spaces, commonly referred to as "isolation-capable IOMMUs", can restrict a device such that the device can only access pre-assigned areas of physical memory. Without isolation, a device controlled by an untrusted entity (e.g., a virtual machine running on top of a hypervisor or a non-root user-level driver when running on bare-metal) could compromise the security or availability of the system by corrupting the machine's memory [3, 7, 13] .
IBM, by virtue of having a common chipset in some of its PowerPC and x86 based servers, was the first x86 server vendor to build an x86 server with an isolation-capable IOMMU. The Calgary IOMMU project was initiated in order to understand the challenges inherent in adding operating system and hypervisor support for an isolation-capable IOMMU on the x86 platform. Considering the project goals, writing our own OS or hypervisor were too much of a stretch. Therefore, for all of the reasons presented in the introduction, we picked an open source OS (Linux) and hypervisor (Xen [2] ) as a basis for our work.
The first stage of the project was to verify that the hardware worked and learn about the interaction between the operating system, the hypervisor and an isolation-capable IOMMU. This inherently exploratory stage was significantly helped by basing it on a mature OS, Linux, which on x86 included some-albeit not all-of the necessary facilities [3] for isolation-capable IOMMU support.
Once we prototyped IOMMU support and everything more or less worked, we made a crucial decision: To submit the patches upstream to be included in the Linux kernel. Even though we had to take some time to get the patches up to the Linux kernel style and quality, having the prototype included in the Linux kernel had several benefits: First, it resulted in an immediate boost in quality (due to the "many eyeballs" effect [18] ). Second, it gave interested customers immediate access to a useful feature (isolating mis-behaving adapters), and third, it exposed numerous shortcoming in the Linux kernel which were subsequently fixed by both the authors and the community. Last but not least, it also gave us a concrete implementation to base future design decisions on.
Next we moved on to adding isolation-capable IOMMU support to the Xen hypervisor. During the course of the Xen implementation, numerous bugs were discovered and fixed in Linux kernel Calgary IOMMU implementation. Those bugs which were also applicable to the Xen environment (e.g., bugs related to the hardware interface) were immediately propagated to the Xen code-base. Thus the exploratory effort benefited from the mature work without being hindered by it.
How did the mature system benefit from the exploratory effort in this case? We note that Linux has recently gained the ability to act as a hypervisor, via both the kernel-based virtual machine (KVM) project [12] and the lguest project [19] . Both will require in the near future a para-virtualized IOMMU interface. The exploratory effort done in the context of the Xen Calgary IOMMU implementation provides valuable lessons to guide the design and implementation of such an interface in Linux [4] .
Conclusions
We have shown two separate research efforts, both of which greatly benefited from being based on mature open source projects, to the extent that neither effort is likely to have have been successful had it been started from scratch or based on a proprietary code base.
This leads us to believe that systems research is best conducted in an open source environment where exploratory and mature components can easily coexist, leading to broader review and use of the research. This wider audience often leads to new challenges and ideas, catalyzing future research. As such, institutions should consider rewarding open source contribution in a similar manner to publication as they are both peer-reviewed, relate to the broader dissemination of knowledge and advance the state of the art.
